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WELCOME
It’s all gone a bit animal crackers 
this issue, what with chicken 
cops on page 12, an infestation 
of rodents on page 18, and our 
pick of some top-quality in-game 
creatures (a suspicious number 
of which are of the canine 
variety) on page 22. With this in 
mind, I dusted off my old copy 
of Growl (also known as Runark) 
– a Sega Mega Drive port of 
Taito’s relatively obscure beat-
’em-up from the early nineties. 
Now, by most yardsticks, Growl 
is a pretty bad game; its colours 
are drab, the music’s forgettable, 
and it’s possible to brawl 
your way through the entire 
experience by repeatedly jump-
kicking everybody. 

There is, however, one great 
thing about Growl: its premise. 
Cast in the role of an animal 
rescue ranger of some sort, 
it’s your job to pummel your 
way through an army of evil, 
heavily armed poachers. 
As you variously punch, kick, 
and gun down said poachers, 
you can free animals from 
their cages, who’ll return the 
favour by occasionally joining 
in the fray. This means that, 
just when the novelty of using 
rocket launchers and machine 
guns to fight men in flat caps 
begins to pall, a convocation of 
eagles will descend and peck a 
bunch of villains to death, or an 
elephant will enter stage left to 
headbutt a tank into oblivion. 
It’s all brilliantly daft, and 
builds to a rousing finale that 
involves a mutating boss in a 
red top hat and a garage full of 
dancing wildlife. 

Growl simply adds to our 
(highly unscientific) theory that 
adding animals to even the 
most mediocre game will make 
it ten percent better. Enjoy the 
new issue!

 
Ryan Lambie 
Editor
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